Abstract: The present work proposes a hybrid neural network based model for rainfall prediction in the Southern part of the state West Bengal of India. The hybrid model is a multistep method. Initially, the data is clustered into a reasonable number of clusters by applying fuzzy c-means algorithm, then for every cluster a separate Neural Network (NN) is trained with the data points of that cluster using well known metaheuristic Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA). In addition, as a preprocessing phase a feature selection phase is included. Greedy forward selection algorithm is employed to find the most suitable set of features for predicting rainfall. To establish the ingenuity of the proposed hybrid prediction model (Hybrid Neural Network or HNN) has been compared with two well-known models namely multilayer perceptron feed-forward network (MLP-FFN) using different performance metrics. The data set for simulating the model is collected from Dumdum meteorological station (West Bengal, India), recorded with in the 1989 to 1995. The simulation results have revealed that the proposed model is significantly better than traditional methods in predicting rainfall.
Introduction
Rainfall is probably one of the most influential natural events and it highly affects the weather. As a result it plays a key role in the natural life and habitat of a demographic region. Rainfall quantity is a key factor in agriculture. Both less and excessive rainfall might reduce the agricultural production. Besides, excessive amount of rainfall causes natural disasters which put millions of lives at severe risk. The south-eastern part of Asia is highly dependent on annual rainfall. However, due to the affects mentioned earlier, it is imperative to accurately predict the rainfall quantity. From the point of view of weather prediction, several attempts have been made by meteorologists to accurately predict the quantity of rainfall in a geographic region. Studies have revealed that the quantity of rainfall depends on other measurable weather parameters. However, such models involve computationally infeasible mathematical calculations in order to predict the rainfall quantity. Therefore, even after being accurate in several cases, such models are not suitable for rainfall predictions as it does not meet the current trend of predicting rainfall for small geographic regions [34] . A second type of rainfall prediction model has been proposed which utilizes machine learning models which aim at approximating the complex relation between the rainfall quantity and measurable weather parameters [15] . In case of real life applications, the machine learning based approach is highly suitable as it provides stable results in reasonable amount of time. Recent advancement in the research of weather predictions have indicated that Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs or NNs) could be a suitable choice for predicting different weather parameters [4, 10, 11, 14, 28, 29, 38] . Further, studies have established that the NN based models are robust, accurate and prone to noisy data which is common in weather prediction models [3, 8, 12, 19, 31, 37] , [16] . Rainfall prediction has attracted the researchers and several successful models have been proposed. Quantitative rainfall prediction in the Indian subcontinent using several NN based models have been proposed [33] . Nanda et al. [33] compared four different machine learning based models namely multilayer perceptron feed-forward network, ARIMA, Legendre polynomial equations, and FLANN models. The study revealed that FLANN based rainfall prediction model is most accurate. Hourly data has been utilized to predict short time rainfall prediction in Thailand [23] . The study utilized different weather parameters such as humidity, pressure, wet bulb temperature and cloudiness of sky to predict rainfall one to three hour ahead. The study has reported that wet bulb temperature is one of the key factors for such short term predictions using feature selection method.
Literature survey has revealed that ANN could be efficiently used for weather prediction tasks [26] . In spite of immense success of ANN based models in predicting weather parameters, it suffers from a significant problem regarding the training algorithms. The traditionally used training algorithms are based on gradient descent method. These algorithms try to find the optimal weight values of ANN by minimizing an error function which works as an estimator of how well an ANN is. However, these algorithms are local optimization algorithms which are ill suited for training ANNs. These algorithms do not ensure optimal weights for the ANN. Besides, recent studies have revealed that the performance of ANN is better than traditional classifiers in several engineering and science applications [1, 5, 35] .
Consequently, the present article proposes a Hybrid Neural Network (HNN) based machine learning model for rainfall prediction [39] , [20] , [9] based on weather data consisting of features namely vapor content, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, and temperature. The data is gathered by Dumdum meteorological center situated at West Bengal, India within a span of six years. In the training phase the HNN model involves two different phases. In the first phase, fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm is used to cluster the dataset into a reasonable number of clusters. After that the data of each cluster is used to train a separate classifier.
To overcome the problems faced in traditional ANNs, a recently proposed well known metaheuristic Flower Pollination algorithm (FPA) has been used to train the NNs in the HNN model. The prediction model is used for predicting rainfall quantity and also for a classification task where the data samples are considered to be in two different classes, one is 'Rain' which indicate the rainfall quantity on that day is positive. The second class is 'No Rain' which corresponds to data samples where the rainfall quantity is recorded '0'. The proposed model has been compared with two different well-known classifiers namely MLP-FFN and NN trained with backpropagation algorithm by using different performance metrics namely accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure. The simulated experimental results revealed that the proposed model is superior to other models in predicting rainfall. Furthermore, to establish the ingenuity of the results achieved by the proposed model Wilcoxon Rank test with 5 % level of significance is reported.
The rest of the article is arranged as follows; Section 2 introduced the proposed Hybrid Neural Network based model with details, including the multi-step training phase. Thereafter, Section 3 discussed experimental methods. Finally Section 4 reported the simulated results with an comparison with other classifier, and statistical significance test as well.
Proposed method
The current study proposes a novel hybrid neural network (or HNN) model for rainfall prediction. The training phase of the HNN method consists of two different stages. The first stage clusters the data points into a suitable number of clusters. Next, for each cluster a separate ANN model is used. Studies have revealed that traditional ANNs might not perform well if trained using gradient descent based algorithms [11] , [10] . Thus, in the current study a well-known metaheuristic algorithm called the Flower pollination Algorithm is used to train the NNs. The following subsections discusses on the methods.
Metaheuristic supported Neural Network
Artificial Neural Networks or Neural Networks are widely used in prediction and classification tasks. It is achieved by training the NNs using a suitable amount of data regarding the pattern of our interest. Traditionally, gradient descent based algorithms are used to train NNs [30] . The quality of the trained network can be determined by measuring the deviation between the expected output and calculated output. The training algorithms are designed to minimize such an error function which estimates the quality of the NNs. In this process the weights of NNs are adjusted in such a way that the error function can be minimized as far as possible [6] . However, gradient descent based algorithms are ill suited to find the optimal weight values for the NNs. These algorithms are local search based algorithms and often stuck into local optima values in spite of the presence of a global optima value of the error function [36] . The problem is further escalated from the fact that the starting point of the searching process highly affects the probability of achieving the global optima. The problem can effectively solved using global optimization techniques in the training phase of NNs. Recent studies have revealed the potential of using metaheuristic algorithms in order to train NNs.
A typical multilayer feed-forward network [13] consists of three types of neuron layers. First, in the input layer the number of neurons is equal to the number of features of the training data. Next, is the hidden layer where, the number of neuron is user dependent or it is needed to be decided based on some criteria. If fully connected network architecture is considered the total number of connection between input and hidden layer is equal to N i × N h , where N i is the number of neurons in the input layer, N h is the number of neurons in hidden layer. Finally, if the output layer contains N o number of neurons, the total number of connections between hidden and output layer is N i × N h . Thus, total number of neural connections of such network is equal to N h × (N i + N o ). Hence, the training phase of the NN can be framed as an optimization problem as follows; Minimize E(W),
Thus, 'W' represents the weight vector corresponding to a NN. Magnitude of every component of the vector varies in between '0' and '1'. The metaheuristic algorithm minimizes the objective function and finally finds the optimal weight vector that provides minimum objective function value.
In the current study, a well-known metaheuristic algorithm known as flower pollination algorithm (FPA) [42] has been employed to train the NNs for the hybrid model. The metaheuristic is inspired by the pollination process of the flowers. Biotic and cross pollination have been used for global pollination process while the local search is accomplished by means of abiotic and self-pollination. Natural pollinators are simulated by using levy flights. Studies have revealed the ingenuity of the FPA algorithm over other metaheuristics [2, 7, 24, 40] . Motivated by this, this algorithm has been employed in the current study in training the NNs of the HNN model. The objective function used in the optimization process is root mean squared error (RMSE) [11] .
Hybrid Neural Network model
The present work proposes a Hybrid Neural Network (HNN) model which is supported by a multistep training phase. Initially, the data points are grouped into a suitable number of clusters. In the current study, fuzzy c-means algorithm [17] has been used to cluster the data points into a suitable number of clusters. The suitable number of clusters has been decided by trial and error method. Next for each cluster a separate NN is employed and trained to build the model. It is motivated by the fact that for highly distributed data it could be hard for a single NN. Thus, it could be beneficial, if the data points are clustered into reasonable number of groups and apply a separate NN for each cluster.
Therefore, different NNs will learn the different part of the whole pattern. The hypothesis is tested by comparing this HNN model with two other well-known NN based models. For training the NNs of HNN model, scaled conjugate gradient descent algorithm [32] , has been employed, which is benchmarked against backpropagation algorithm. Fig. 1 depicts the HNN model for two clusters. In the present study fuzzy c-means algorithm is employed on initial data points to group tem into a suitable number of clusters. Thereafter, data points of each cluster are used to train one NN thereby enabling a particular neural network to learn the pattern for a specific group of data points of the whole data. During testing phase, membership of the testing sample is determined and the corresponding NN trained for that cluster is used to predict the rainfall value. The number of ANNs employed for every cluster can be increased further to enhance the accuracy. However, this increment might affect the time complexity. Thus, in the current study, only one ANN is employed for every cluster to keep the model simple.
Experimental methodology
The proposed HNN method has been used to predict the rainfall quantity of the southern part of state West Bengal of India using a data set which is collected from Dumdum meteorological station. The features are tabulated in Tab. I. Fig. 2 depicts the experimental methodology. Before applying the predictive models for the classification task, a preprocessing phase is employed in order to find out the most important features in this classification task. Finding out the important features, help in overcoming the problems with over fitting and computational complexity. There are eight features in the actual dataset. selection phase we would like to find out the set of most suitable features for rainfall prediction. To accomplish this task, a greedy forward selection algorithm [18] is utilized. The algorithm starts with feature subsets of size one. Then in subsequent iterations the feature subsets of size two, three, and more are evaluated to find out the best feature set. The greedy forward selection algorithm is computationally efficient and it explicitly works with sparse solutions. In the current study the initial set of features are depicted in Tab. I. The feature selection phase is applied on this set of features. Tab. III. depicts the finally selected set of features.
After applying the pre-processing stage, fuzzy c-means algorithm is used to cluster the dataset into a reasonable number of clusters. In the current study the dataset is clustered into two clusters. 10-fold cross validation method is used in testing phase of the proposed model. The experiments are carried out to establish the significance of feature selection phase. Results have been reported for different models before and after feature selection. To establish the ingenuity of the proposed model the proposed HNN model is compared with three different models namely BPNN which is NN trained with simple backpropagation algorithm, secondly it is compared with MLP-FFN which is trained with scaled conjugate gradient descent algorithm. The proposed model is also compared with a similar HNN model with the exception that the NNs are trained with gradient descent algorithm. The comparison is done in term of confusion matrix based performance measuring metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and f-measure [27] .
Experimental results & discussion
The experimental setup described in Section 3 has been followed and the models in the current study are implemented in MATLAB (version 2015a) in a 4GB Intel i3 machine. For implementing NNs for the proposed HNN model Neural Network Toolbox (MATLAB 2015a) has been used. For HNN (gradient descent), scaled conjugate gradient descent algorithm has been used to train the network. Cross entropy was chosen as the objective function. Fuzzy c-means from Fuzzy Logic Toolbox (MATLAB 2015a) has been used for implementing the initial clustering phase. Tab. II reports the features in the initial dataset. It has eight different features namely the maximum and minimum values of pressure, vapor, relative humidity and temperature. After applying the greedy forward selection algorithm the weights assigned to the features by the algorithm are tabulated in Tab. II. A threshold 0.8 of weight value is used to select the final set of features. The threshold value is decided by a trial and error method. The threshold value is varied within range 0.2 to 0.9 and the set of features corresponding to every such threshold value Tab. III Feature set after feature selection.
After applying the fuzzy c-means algorithm the clusters are depicted in Fig. 3 . The number of clusters is set to two. It has been decided by a trial and error method. It has been found that if the number of clusters is 2, the achieved accuracy is best. A threshold on membership value 0.75 is used to get the crisp membership of the data points and the plot is obtained. Thereafter, for each cluster a separate NN is employed which is trained by FPA algorithm. The experimental setup of FPA algorithm is as in [24] . For rest of the models, the dataset is directly fed to the models and using 10-fold cross validation the performance metrics are tabulated. A plot of mean squared error vs. epoch for the data points in the cluster 1 is shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 5 depicts a plot of epoch wise gradient values for the MLP-FFN classifier. The plot reveals that the gradient is gradually decreasing and is expected Fig. 3 Plot of data points after being clustered by fuzzy c-means algorithm. Where 'x' axis depicts Minimum Pressure and 'y' axis represents Maximum Pressure.
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Chatterjee S., Datta B., Dey N.: Hybrid Neural Network based rainfall. . . to converge to global optima. However, the values are fluctuating which indicates that the global optima might not be achieved.
The current work proposed the HNN model for a classification task. The data points are classified into two different classes. One class corresponds to data points To establish the ingenuity of the proposed method a comparative study is reported in Tab. V. These results have been obtained after applying feature selection phase. The BPNN model achieved an accuracy of , precision of , recall of , and f-measure of . The MLP-FFN model has achieved an accuracy of and , , and of precision, recall and f-measure respectively. This is a significant improvement over BPNN. Next, the HNN, where every NN is trained by gradient descent algorithm, achieved an accuracy of which is significantly better than other models. The same trend can be observed with other performance metrics as well. It indicates that applying the hybrid architecture can improve the performance of classifiers in predicting the rainfall. However, HNN (FPA) achieved an accuracy of which surpassed the performance of all the other classifier. This establishes the ingenuity of the proposed model. where rainfall quantity is zero and the second class corresponds to positive rainfall quantity. The experimental results to study the effect of feature selection phase are tabulated in Tab. IV. It reveals that the BPNN method achieved an accuracy of 78.7 % before and 84.7 % after feature selection phase. A similar trend is observed for other performance measures as well. A significant improvement is found in the case of MLP-FFN classifier as well. The performance of proposed HNN trained by FPA algorithm is also improved after applying the feature selection method. Tab. IV Experimental results to study the effect of feature selection.
To establish the ingenuity of the proposed method a comparative study is reported in Tab. V. These results have been obtained after applying feature selection phase. The BPNN model achieved an accuracy of 84.7 %, precision of 83.55 %, recall of 71.75 %, and f-measure of 77.20 %. The MLP-FFN model has achieved an accuracy of 88.32 % and 84.58 %, 81.68 %, and 83.1 % of precision, recall and f-measure respectively. This is a significant improvement over BPNN. Next, the HNN, where every NN is trained by gradient descent algorithm, achieved an accuracy of 89.54 % which is significantly better than other models. The same trend can be observed with other performance metrics as well. It indicates that applying the hybrid architecture can improve the performance of classifiers in predicting the rainfall. However, HNN (FPA) achieved an accuracy of 92.52 % which surpassed the performance of all the other classifier. This establishes the ingenuity of the proposed model. 
Conclusion
Rainfall is one of the most important factors that affect the weather condition with a greater extent. It is also plays an important role in natural disasters such as flood, drought etc. Agriculture and farming is heavily dependent on the timings of rainfall. Thus, it would be immensely helpful if the rainfall could be predicted accurately in order to get the benefit of the rainfall in the required sectors and at the same time to prevent natural disasters as well. The current study proposed a novel hybrid neural based approach to build a robust and accurate model for rainfall prediction. The proposed model is tested by using a dataset collected by Dumdum meteorological center situated at state West Bengal of eastern part of India. The hybrid model is supported by a feature selection phase. The experimental results have revealed that the feature selection phase can significantly improve classifier performance for rainfall prediction. Besides, the extensive comparative analysis reveals that the proposed HNN model is highly efficient in predicting rainfall. As a future scope of the study (i) further investigation can be done by increasing the number of ANNs per cluster to observe the effect on time complexity, (ii) a comparative study of the proposed model with other classifiers in different domains of science and engineering can be carried out.
